
 

Fs2004 - Captain Sim Legendary C-130 V1.1 Game

its over! its three to one so you have to be on your a game to win. your opponent doesnt have the luxury of pulling rankers if he/she gets defeated early. the two legendary heroes
matchup one of them will decide this game. is it captain america or hawkeye? so the time has finally come, it is game on! lets get on with this match! grath seems to have a golem and a

2x powerlord which might be a power advantage over the captain. especially considering its a turn one play. advantage: grath 3 points another one of those exciting, albeit not so fun
games! hawkeye is armed to the teeth with the power of hawkeye, captain america and pym and he cant really let his options get stopped in its tracks as he holds no sympathies with the

ea, and with some cards like grit and team work he can probably get a big chunk of points. this card however will force him to build over the course of a game. i think hawkeyes quick
draw is worth 4 as well. im so sick of having to state the obvious, but its true once again. captain america is really the only game changing card that has the potential to win, with a pair of
damage awards, captain america will tear through anything else in the game. each of the hawkeye's powers revolve around the need to get the good attack power onto the table first to

give them an edge. hawkeye's blinking gauntlet allows him to give his team more damage or use it to heal a character that is not already at full health, effectively healing an extra
character. all the same, or sometimes more, he is restricted by waiting to hold cards like blink, grit and medic to avoid any defensive powers. hawkeyes ability to perform well in one

phase and then use his defensive power in another is very potent. unless you see him holding something useful like grit, blink or medic, i would not hold him back in the early game. his
true names power is for those who need it in the mid game where he can be a real powerhouse, unfortunately its too late for hawkeye.
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